
CONCEPT
Creativity as a guide, as a tool; the necessary creativity. A continuous space is proposed, 
far from conned classrooms, which the children can make their own. A space that is 
several, generated with a piece of wood that meanders, in a small-scale, non-static 
furniture, designed for storage and service to people, changing according ours needs. The 
piece forms a route that gives continuity to the rooms and relates with them. The tour 
seeks to inspire children through sensory experiences, with areas for individual 
development, areas for collective work and community experience. Spaces that revolve 
around the central element that articulates them, the playground. Spaces that offer 
variety and freedom of choice, spaces that give the opportunity of personal development 
and help to nd the unique potential of each child.

MATERIALIZATION OF THE CONCEPT THROUGH ARCHITECTURE. THE SPACES.
The spaces are born from the circular and continuous diagram of creativity, relating to 
each other, and forming a path. The playground is an articulating space for the piece that 
create these rooms. A stripe  is generated around this path throughout all the spaces that 
contain boxes for uses, services and storage. In this sense, the boxes become relevant in 
accordance with the diagram of creativity, it can contain uses that support this concept, 
such as sensory, music, visual or reading boxes. It also helps to make changeables spaces  
at a certain moment with the storage boxes, to give it particular uses according to the 
demands of teachers and children, and it may be themselves who change the space. 
Although a specic plan of uses is proposed, the spaces allow versatility in to create 
multiple activities, leaning on the pillars of the sensory, reection and development.  

MATERIALS, TEXTURES AND STRUCTURE.
Use materials to create cozy spaces. Wood is one of main materials, in somewhat warm 
tones. The combination of the wood and the scale of the piece allow wide but 
confortable spaces. The light entry also do not occupy a secondary place, it is interesting 
to use polycarbonate for those areas of skylight and light entry, taking advantage of the 
passage of light as it is a translucent material but not transparent at all, not compromising 
privacy. This is also combined with glass at certain points and rooms. The structure of the 
roof is visible, with wooden truss frames and steel pieces. The grass and cobblestone 
pavement outsid contrast with the rest of the volume materials. 
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